
Fish Animation Check List Quarter 2 2018 

Name_____________________________________________Peer Reviewer__________________________ 

Directions:  Use the list below to check your Fish Game.  All components must work. (5 pts each/Total 50 pts) 

 
______Original Underwater Scene created by you.  
______1st sprite created in paint by you with a working change in costume. 
______1st sprite swims at a diagonal across the aquarium in the correct direction (not upside down) and  
              stays within the boundaries of the stage. 
______1st sprite says something “I’m hungry” for approximately 2 seconds. 
______2nd “minnow” sprite created in paint by you with a change in costume. 
______2nd “minnow” sprite swims rapidly around the water. Says “oh no” at the beginning 
______ 2nd “minnow sprite plays a sound and hides when touched by 1st sprite 
______Scoreboard counts the number of times 2nd sprite touched by 1st sprite 
______Large fish says, “time for a nap” after all minnows have been eaten. 
______All sprites show when green flag clicked and scoreboard resets to 0 

 
This file must be Saved as Fish on H Drive or uploaded to your Google Drive!! 

 
Does all the code work properly?   YES     NO 
If no, what did not work and how was it corrected.  Please explain on the lines below. (use back if you need 
more space) 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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